For Date: 01/26/2019  -  Saturday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-1973</td>
<td>0004</td>
<td>ALARM, BURGLAR</td>
<td>False Alarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address: [WIL 1197] SUN RUN, INC. - RESEARCH DR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Warehouse motion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Clear, checks ok</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 19-1975     | 0036 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint | log info. only    |
| Vicinity of: ROUTE 125 HWY |
| Narrative: Enforcement. |
| Narrative: Clear. |

| 19-1976     | 0044 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP        | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Vicinity of: ANDOVER LINE - ROUTE 125 HWY |
| Vehicle: BLU 2009 AUDI SE A4 Reg: PC MA 522HW5 VIN: WAUSF78K49N031531 |
| Narrative: Written warning for speed. |

| 19-1977     | 0058 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP        | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Vicinity of: ANDOVER LINE - ROUTE 125 HWY |
| Narrative: Written warning for speed. |

| 19-1978     | 0117 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP        | log info. only    |
| Vicinity of: ANDOVER LINE - ROUTE 125 HWY |
| Vehicle: GRY 2015 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 9MA794 VIN: 2T1BURHE1FC434797 |

| 19-1979     | 0359 | DISABLED MV               | log info. only    |
| Vicinity of: HOPKINS ST + SHAWSEEN AVE |
| Vehicle: WHI 2015 PROCIT Reg: PC MA 2ZN331 VIN: ZFBRFAT8F6A89903 |
| Narrative: DMV, assistance enroute |

| 19-1983     | 0815 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint | Taken/Referred to Other Agency |
| Vicinity of: CHESTNUT ST + HILLSIDE WAY |
| Narrative: Reported Icy conditions in road |
| Narrative: 33 reports icy conditions need to be addressed, on call DFW notified |
19-1984 0847 LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV
Location/Address: VALYN LN
Vehicle: BLK 2009 NISS UT ROGUE Reg: PC MA 1EEM40 VIN: JNBAS58VX9W445306
Narrative: Vehicle lockout

19-1985 0906 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Check of the facility.

19-1986 0920 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: Check of park

19-1988 1000 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD
Location/Address: ALDRICH RD
Narrative: Unauthorized use of debit card
***See Report***

19-1989 1012 ALARM, BURGLAR
Location/Address: [WIL 1414] STEVENSON-IDAM, KELLY - EAMES ST
Narrative: General alarm entry/exit error

19-1990 1021 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: [WIL 1434] WINDSOR PLACE - WEST ST
Narrative: 911 hangup call

.9-1991 1032 ANIMAL COMPLAINT
Vicinity of: LAKE ST + SOUTH ST
Narrative: Loose dog described as long haired dark possible border collie

.9-1992 1115 PARKING COMPLAINT
Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2011 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 529LY4 VIN: 5FNYF4H92BB080482
Narrative: Verbal warning for fire lane violation

9-1997 1200 ALARM, BURGLAR
Narrative: False Alarm
Dispatch Log From: 01/26/2019 Thru: 01/27/2019 0000 - 2359 Printed: 01/28/2019

Location/Address: MARION ST
Narrative: Entry/exit garage door
Narrative: 33 checks secure

19-1998 1220 ALARM, BURGLAR Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 6222] TKACHUK, JOSEPH - CUSHING DR
Narrative: Entry and exit zone alarm activation.
Narrative: Spoke with homeowner. All clear.

19-1999 1416 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2012 TOY T SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 815BG6 VIN: 4T1BF1F1CU592832
Narrative: Verbal fire lane violation

19-2000 1432 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Investigated
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2002 LEXS SE ES Reg: PC MA 396PK1 VIN: JTHBF30G720071445
Narrative: Intrado Inc reporting crash activation
Narrative: 31 located vehicle and spoke with owner no apparent issues

19-2001 1435 Police Log Entry log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1541] HOUSING AUTHORITY - VIRGINIA RD
Narrative: North Reading is towing a vehicle.

19-2002 1440 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 381] WILMINGTON CEMETARY GARAGE - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: Check of facility.

19-2003 1445 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2311] KING, JOSEPHINE - DEMINGWAY EXT
Narrative: Caller reports moving truck blocking vehicle
Narrative: 33 - assisted with with moving truck

19-2004 1501 CITIZEN CONTACT log info. only
Vicinity of: DEMINGWAY EXT
Narrative: Involved party made a claim that she tried to report a problem to the Wilmington PD on the business line at 1127 and 1134 hrs 1/26/19. OFC Skinner reviewed the phone call log and there is no record of either call.

19-2005 1529 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1419] ENOS, AMERICO - NEW HAMPSHIRE RD
Narrative: interior motion
31- accidental by homeowner, clear.

19-2006 1532 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: FIORENZA DR
Narrative: Walk-in party reporting a plow damaged her mailbox and granite mailbox post on Sunday 1/20/19.
Refer To Incident: 19-88-GF

19-2009 1653 ALARM, HOLD-UP False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 2820] MELO, SUSAN - PAGE ST
Narrative: audible panic alarm
Narrative: DSP contacted the resident who states accidental by his wife.
Narrative: 33- confirmed accidental, clear.

19-2010 1703 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: area check

19-2011 1706 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: WOBURN ST
Narrative: Report that the gates have been left open at this location.
Narrative: 33- building checks secure, nobody on site, will be attempting to secure the gates.
Narrative: 33- gates secured, clear.
Narrative: DSP notified National Grid.

19-2012 1744 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of: CHESTNUT ST + HILLSIDE WAY
Vehicle: BLK 2015 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 1DRW71 VIN: 1HGCR2F37FA260965
Towed: For: Accident By: Forest Towing
Narrative: mvc, car into a tree, FD responding
Narrative: 33- no injuries, airbag deployment, start a hook
Narrative:
33- parties refused medical treatment, Forrest has the vehicle, units clear.

Narrative:
See crash report.

19-2014 1745 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 391] PETERSON, JAMES - TOWPATH DR
Narrative:
Assist the FD with a fire alarm activation

Narrative:
FD on scene to handle.

19-2016 1746 LARCENY / FRAUD finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 2433] KI SPEED - FORDHAM RD
Narrative:
Caller reporting an iPhone Xs was taken off a pool table at this location. He reviewed the facility's cameras and confronted the subject who denies taking the phone.

Narrative:
32- phone has been returned to the rightful owner, units clear.

Narrative:
See report.

Refer To Incident:  19-89-OF

19-2018 1844 LARCENY / FRAUD finish
Vicinity of:  [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Narrative:
Party attempting to pass a fake $50 bill at the service desk. Party is still on scene.

Narrative:
31- Market Basket is retaining possession of the bill for training purposes, it is confirmed fake by their counterfeit pen and magnetic strip reader, the involved party received the bill today at the Encore Casino for payment of catering services, clear.

19-2019 1900 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of:  [WIL 401] TRITON CAR WASH - MAIN ST
Narrative:
Report of a white Nissan parked by the vacuums. Party left the car and got into another vehicle that left the area.

Narrative:
31- not suspicious, party was detailing another car, units clear.

19-2022 1951 LOST PROPERTY log info. only
Location/Address:  ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
Caller reporting he lost a backpack on a Wilmington Public School bus that left Austin Prep 30 mins ago. NRT dispatch contacted, given his contact number, will check bus when it arrives in Peabody.

19-2026 2020 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: area check

19-2028 2108 Cruiser Defects or Issues log info. only
Location/Address: ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: Car 41 mirror emergency lights, push bumper and fog lights not working. Fax sent to DPW garage.

19-2032 2143 Cruiser Defects or Issues log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: 31- driver's side view mirror will not adjust up and down.
Narrative: Call faxed to DPW.

19-2033 2152 Building Defects or Issues log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1016] PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: 196- large pothole in main parking lot by the back corner of the lot and potholes by both ends of the police cruiser parking area need to be addressed (by the lot catch basin and also by Adelaide St).
Narrative: Call faxed to DPW.

19-2034 2155 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: area check

19-2035 2240 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: area check

19-2036 2306 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 956] MILESTONE GROUP HOME - HIGH ST
Narrative: Property check.
Narrative: Clear, checks ok.

19-2037 2323 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Property check.
Narrative: Clear.

For Date: 01/27/2019 - Sunday

19-2038 0006 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Could Not Locate
Location/Address: I938BR40 RAMP
Vehicle: BRO 2014 HYUN SE ELANTR Reg: PC MA 7DRW40 VIN: 5NPD44AE8H507220
Narrative: Caller reporting a dark colored Hyundai operating without
headlights and unable to maintain lanes travelling off I93 towards Middlesex Ave

Narrative:
31- vehicle is not at the residence and is no longer in the area, GOA

19-2039 0029 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Arrest(s) Made
Vicinity of: PARKER ST + LOWELL ST
Vehicle: GRY 2009 CHEV SE IMPALA  Reg: PC MA 2WNJ617  VIN: 2G1WT57N191237493
Towed: For: Arrest/Custody By: Forest Towing To: Company Tow Yard
Vehicle: GRY 2009 CADI UT SRX  Reg: PC MA 449NB1  VIN: 1GYEE437190122414
Narrative: Caller reporting he was involved in a hit and run at Lowell St and Parker St. He followed the vehicle to this location.
Narrative:
35- start a hook, vehicle located at 13 Beacon st
Narrative:
31- returning with 1 under arrest
Narrative:
Narrative:
Bail commissioner ETA 1 hr.
Narrative:
Prisoner bailed at this time.
Refer To Arrest: 19-33-AR
Arrest: STEEN, RICHARD R
Address: 13 BEACON ST WILMINGTON, MA
Age: 58
Charges: OUI--LIQUOR OR .08%, 5TH OFFENSE NEGLIGENT OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE

19-2040 0118 VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE finish
Location/Address: SOMERVILLE AVE
Vehicle: GRY 1999 TOYT SOLARA  Reg: PC MA 554GPP  VIN: 2T1CF22P8X234243
Vehicle: WHI 2014 KIA SORENTE  Reg: PC MA 898GY0  VIN: 5XYKDVA7EG465610
Narrative: Caller reporting a neighbor threw ice at the vehicles parked in his driveway.
Narrative:
32- no damage done to the vehicles but he does have video of the incident, clear.
Narrative:
See report.
Refer To Incident: 19-91-DF

19-2041 0130 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 with static and humming on the line. Spoke with Analog Security who will be checking and calling back with any issues.

19-2042 0154 PARKING COMPLAINT log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1266] MR. TICKET - LOWELL ST
Vehicle: GRY 2016 NISS UT ROGUE  Reg: PC MA 7BFN90  VIN: 5N1AT2NV1GC742375
Narrative:
33- vehicle parked in the lot for the past several days
19-2043 0228 **Bylaw Violation** log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 3360] HANNON - ANDOVER ST
Narrative: Resident pumping water into the street. Attempting to notify the resident.
Narrative: 32- small sump-pump putting water from the back yard into the street, pump has been unplugged, note left for resident, nobody coming to the door, clear.

19-2044 0330 **BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK** finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: Property check.

19-2045 0449 **DISTURBANCE** Unfounded
Vicinity of: AVALON DR
Narrative: Report of a male and female arguing in another apartment.
Narrative: Clear, unable to locate.
Narrative: 32- spoke with the caller, checked the building, unable to hear any arguing at this time.

19-2051 0721 **TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint** finish
Vicinity of: HILLSIDE WAY
Narrative: DFW notified to check the culvert, water still flowing causing roadway to ice over. Scott Bruce notified.

19-2052 0830 **BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK** finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: check of the park

19-2053 0852 **TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint** cancel
Location/Address: ANDOVER ST
Narrative: Resident calling and stating roadway may be icy due to pumping. Requesting salt for the roadway
Narrative: 32- There is a patch of ice, doesn't need to be addressed until tomorrow
Narrative: DFW notified and will send a sander per 34

19-2055 0913 **ASSIST OTHER AGENCY** finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2626] MCINNIS, BRAD - FOREST ST
Narrative: Co detector activation

19-2056 0927 **DISABLED MV** finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Narrative:
DMV in roadway

Narrative:
vehicle able to move to the side of the road, calling for assistance. 34 will check back

19-2057  0942  FIRE-burn permit  log info. only
Location/Address: FREDERICK DR
Narrative: Burning Permit

19-2058  0954  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: check of the area

19-2059  0954  ALARM, HOLD-UP  False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1108] UHAUL - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2012 NISS UT ARMADA Reg: PC MA 284DP3 VIN: 5N1AA0NC3CN602799
Narrative: Under counter silent hold up
Narrative: 33- dissatisfied customer arguing with employees, peace restored at this time
Refer To Incident: 19-92-OF

19-2061  1157  FIRE-burn permit  log info. only
Location/Address: FERGUSON RD
Narrative: Burning permit

19-2062  1251  LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 5636] FITZPATRICK - LT. BUCK DR
Narrative: credit card fraud
Refer To Incident: 19-93-OF

19-2064  1314  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Vicinity of: [WIL 1396] MORENCY, RUSSELL - PRESIDENTIAL DR
Narrative: garage interior
Narrative: alarm company called to cancel after 32 arrived, checks ok

19-2066  1316  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Location/Address: BRATTLE ST
Vehicle: SIL 2003 VOLK HB GTI Reg: PC NH 4479715 VIN: 9BWDH61J134030888
Narrative: Caller stating vehicle, NH reg 4479715, speeding down the street towards Crescent St.
Narrative: 31 located vehicle at 10 crescent st
Narrative: owner of vehicle advised of his license status and speed limit. vehicle to remain in driveway.
Narrative: 31 speaking with reporting party
19-2067 1350 CITIZEN CONTACT log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
Party stating her car was scratched at the car wash. Advised
party it was a civil matter

19-2068 1411 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP finish
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle: BLU 2015 TOY SE CAMRY Reg: FC MA 2LK588 VIN: 4T1BF1FK0FU483398
Narrative:
written warning for improper passing

19-2069 1447 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm Town Owned Buildin
Location/Address: [WIL 553] BUTTERS ROW WATER TREATMENT PLANT - BUTTERSSROW
Narrative:
rear storage door
Narrative:
33 - checks secure, town truck on site.

19-2070 1557 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: ENGLEWOOD DR
Narrative:
Neighbor reporting audible burglar alarm sounding.
Narrative:
Dispatch able to reach homeowner's daughter, she will get in
touch with parents and have them call us.
Narrative:
Male homeowner meeting officer at residence.
Narrative:
33 - did walk-through with homeowner, checks ok.
19-2072 1724 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: CHESTNUT ST + HILLSIDE WAY
Narrative: Passer by stating that the intersection is starting to ice over pretty bad.
Narrative: 33 - not icy, was recently treated with salt.

19-2075 1821 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH log info. only
Location/Address: BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative: Resident reporting her mailbox was struck at some time during the day, was around 20 feet from where it was.

19-2077 2051 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 969] PEPSI COLA - EAMES ST
Narrative: office motion
Narrative: 33 - delivery truck driver on scene noticed no other people around, entrance door was left open but office door was secure.

19-2080 2217 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 956] MILESTONE GROUP HOME - HIGH ST
Narrative: 32 - check of building

19-2081 2316 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Check of town hall.
Narrative: 32 - clear checks ok.

19-2082 2330 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: Check of Cemetery.
Narrative: Clear checks ok.